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RULES & REGULATIONS 

 
1. Every class offered herein which is covered by the rules and specifications of the current USEF rulebook 

will be conducted and judged in accordance therewith. Every class offered herein which is recognized by the 

CHJA, CHSA  and NEHC and will be conducted and judged in accordance with the current CHJA, CHSA 

and NEHC rules. To show in Medal classes, riders MUST be members.  

  

2. Every animal entered for competition shall be under the control of show management; but The Hill at 

Graywall Farms LLC will in no way be responsible for any loss, accident, or damage that may occur by fire 

or otherwise and it shall be a condition of entry that each exhibitor, spectator, trainer, and attendant 

hold  The Hill at Graywall Farms LLC , and its members, employees, and agents, harmless for any loss or 

damage that may occur to any persons, animals, or property at the show. All participants and exhibitors 

acknowledge and assume the inherent risk of equine activities and the risk of gatherings as outlined by the 

CDC related to potential exposure to the Covid-19 virus and participate at their own risk. 

All exhibitors will be required to sign a waiver prior to competing from each affiliated organization. 

  

3. Every horse entering the property will retain proof of current vaccinations and negative coggins.  

  

4. If any questions or disputes arise, they will be referred to the steward and show committee, whose 

decision shall be final. 

  

5. Exhibitors are responsible for having accurate and current memberships for affiliate organizations Any 

fines leveled against the horse show for incorrect exhibitor memberships shall be the responsibility of the 

exhibitor. 

6. $50 fee for any returned checks, or unpaid entries that must be billed. 

 

7.  Management reserves the right to alter the schedule based on entries. 

  

COVID 2020 COMPETITION RULES 

In compliance with the State of Connecticut  June 15th Guidance for Equestrians Competitions in Phase 

Two 

1. All exhibitors must submit the full names, addresses and contact information for those training and 

staffing or chaperoning them at the show. No more than one groom per person will be permitted. 

Minors will be limited to one adult chaperone.  

2. NO Spectators. 

3. Social distancing of six feet a part must occur at all times other than assistance with mounting. This 

includes parking. 

4. Face masks will be required other than while mounted. Attendees shall maintain their own face masks. 

5. No one who has been ill in the last 14 days or has a fever is permitted on the horse show grounds. 

6. No dogs at this time will be allowed on premises. 

7. All attendees will be responsible for providing their own water and understand limited pre packaged food 

options will be available. 



8. Trainers and riders will be given predetermined times for their division and a posted order of go to 

comply with requirements for distinct sessions 

9. There will be NO open schooling in the show ring. There will be a warm up area limited to 

predetermined groups according to pre posted order of go. 

10. Each rider will be permitted ample time for a complimentary Red/ Blue or Warm Up round, with 

ability enter additional rounds. 

11. All entries be made online or by mail by 7/15/2020 

12. All payments will be made online or by check. 

  



HORSE SHOW SCHEDULE 

  

Entry Fee is $45 per Medal and Derby Class 

$25 per Hunter Classes $10 per Red Blue/ Warm Up Round 

One Complimentary Red Blue / Warm Up Round 

$30 Office Fee 

Six ribbons will be awarded for each class  
Please note due to social distancing requirements we will not be permitting open schooling, however we will provide 

ample time to each rider for their complimentary Red/Blue or warm up round. All riders will be permitted warm up 

time and jumps in warm up ring prior to order of go. 

  

8:00am  Show Start                                                                          

1. Red Blue  

2. NEHC Junior Medal (3’3) 

3. CHJA Junior Medal (3’) 

  

1.Red Blue 

4-5. NEHC Adult Amateur Hunter  

6. NEHC Adult Amateur U/S 

7. CHJA Adult Medal (3’) 

8. NEHC Adult Medal (3’) 

  

1.Red Blue 

9-10.NEHC Modified Adult Amateur Hunter 

11. NEHC Modified Adult Amateur Hunter U/S 

12 .CHJA Modified Adult Medal (2’6 )  

13. CHSA Modified Adult Equitation Medal  (2’6)  

  

1.Red Blue 

14-15. NEHC Children’s Hunter Horse 

16. NEHC Children’s Hunter Horse U/S 

17. CHJA Children’s Medal (2’6) 

18. CHSA Children’s Equitation Medal (2’6) 

  

1.Red Blue 

19-20.NEHC Children’s Hunter Ponies 

21. NEHC Children’s Hunter  Ponies U/S 

22.CHJA Pony Medal 

  

1. Red Blue 

23. CHJA Pre-Children’s Medal (2’) 

24. CHSA Pre-Children’s Equitation Medal (2’) 

25. CHSA Short Stirrup Equitation Medal (18’’) 

26. NEHC Open Pleasure 

  

  



 

NEHC Hunter Derby 

Not Before Noon 
The Hill at Graywall Farms is pleased to host an afternoon Hunter Derby.  Horse and rider combinations are limited 

to one section.  There will be a ticketed individual warm up. This is a two round class open to amateur adults and 

juniors to be shown over a course of ten fences at 2'6" with the first round judged on performance, hunter pace, 

style, quality, substance, and movement. The course should include at least one in and out, one bending line and one 

unrelated distance. The obstacles are to simulate those found in a hunt field. Natural obstacles may be used. The top 
4 or minimum of 25% from the first round will return to jump a handy hunter round of eight obstacles which may 

include at least two of the following: trot jump, light turn option, clever options for jump approach, halt and/or back 

and walk jump. Judged on style, brilliance, and handiness. To fill a class, at least 4 riders.  

  
27 Warm up  

28. 2’ Hunter Derby (non- rated) 

29 NEHC 2’9 Hunter Derby 

30 NEHC 2’6 Hunter Derby 

  

 

 


